Crema Vosscione limestone is quarried from a bedrock quarry in Mexico. This is a sedimentary stone that is formed in shallow seas and is composed mainly of calcite calcium carbonate. One of the unique characteristics of this limestone is the existence of some small shells and fossils that may appear throughout the tile or slabs. This limestone will have veining and movement and will range from shipment to shipment. Crema Vosscone is also stocked in the Brushed Lyon 4 piece pattern. Crema Vosscione is on the more dense end of the spectrum for limestones. This material is durable enough to use both interior and exterior and in wet areas. There can be noticeable variances between pieces, so it is important and recommended that a range of this product be viewed before finalizing a purchase. As a natural stone product it is recommended that it be sealed to extend its longevity.